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By: Delegates Hornberger, Anderton, Arikan, Beitzel, Boteler, Carr, Charkoudian, Cox, Ebersole, Feldmark, Ghrist, Griffith, Hartman, Howard, Kipke, Korman, Krebs, McComas, McKay, Moon, Munoz, Otto, Palakovitch Carr, Saab, Shetty, Smith, and Stewart

Introduced and read first time: January 31, 2022
Assigned to: Economic Matters

A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Consumer Protection – Right to Repair – Farm Equipment

FOR the purpose of requiring an original equipment manufacturer to make available certain documentation, updates, or information to an independent repair provider or owner of farm equipment to allow for the diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of the farm equipment; providing that any contractual agreement purporting to waive, avoid, or limit a farm equipment manufacturer’s compliance with this Act is void; prohibiting a farm equipment manufacturer from knowingly misrepresenting or withholding farm equipment part numbers from a customer for a certain purpose; and generally relating to the right to repair farm equipment.

BY repealing and reenacting, without amendments,
Article – Commercial Law
Section 1–201(b)(27)
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2013 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

BY adding to
Article – Commercial Law
Section 13–301(14)(xxxiii); and 14–4401 through 14–4405 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 44. Farm Equipment Repair”
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2013 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,
Article – Commercial Law
Section 13–301(14)(xxxiii) through (xxxv)
Annotated Code of Maryland

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Commercial Law

(b) Subject to definitions contained in other articles of the Maryland Uniform Commercial Code that apply to particular titles or parts of titles of the Maryland Uniform Commercial Code:

(27) “Person” means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, limited liability company, association, joint venture, government, governmental subdivision, agency, or instrumentality, public corporation, or any other legal or commercial entity.

Unfair, abusive, or deceptive trade practices include any:

(14) Violation of a provision of:

(XXXIII) TITLE 14, SUBTITLE 44 OF THIS ARTICLE;

[(xxxiii)] (XXXIV) The federal Military Lending Act;

[(xxxiv)] (XXXV) The federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act; or

[(xxxv)] (XXXVI) § 11–210 of the Education Article; or

SUBTITLE 44. FARM EQUIPMENT REPAIR.

14–4401.

(A) IN THIS SUBTITLE THE FOLLOWING TERMS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.

(B) (1) “AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER” MEANS A PERSON THAT IS UNAFFILIATED WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER AND WHO HAS:

(I) AN ARRANGEMENT WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER UNDER WHICH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER GRANTS TO THE PERSON A LICENSE TO USE A TRADE NAME, SERVICE MARK, OR
OTHER PROPRIETARY IDENTIFIER FOR THE PURPOSES OF OFFERING THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR OF FARM EQUIPMENT UNDER THE NAME OF THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER; OR

(II) ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER TO OFFER THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR ON BEHALF OF THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER.

(2) "AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER" INCLUDES AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER THAT:

(I) OFFERS THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR OF FARM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY IT OR ON ITS BEHALF, OR SOLD OR OTHERWISE SUPPLIED BY IT; AND

(II) DOES NOT HAVE AN ARRANGEMENT DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH (1) OF THIS SUBSECTION WITH AN UNAFFILIATED PERSON.

(C) "DOCUMENTATION" MEANS ANY MANUAL, DIAGRAM, REPORTING OUTPUT, SERVICE CODE DESCRIPTION, SCHEMATIC, OR OTHER INFORMATION USED IN EFFECTING THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR OF FARM EQUIPMENT.

(D) (1) "FAIR AND REASONABLE TERMS" MEANS AT COSTS AND TERMS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO THE MOST FAVORABLE COSTS AND TERMS UNDER WHICH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER OFFERS THE PART, TOOL, OR DOCUMENTATION TO AN AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER:

(I) ACCOUNTING FOR:

1. ANY DISCOUNT, REBATE, OR CONVENIENT AND TIMELY MEANS OF DELIVERY;

2. MEANS OF ENABLING FULLY RESTORED AND UPDATED FUNCTIONALITY, RIGHTS OF USE, OR OTHER INCENTIVE OR PREFERENCE THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER OFFERS TO AN AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER; OR

3. ANY ADDITIONAL COST, BURDEN, OR IMPEDIMENT THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER IMPOSES ON AN OWNER OR INDEPENDENT REPAIR PROVIDER; AND

(II) NOT CONDITIONED ON HAVING AN ARRANGEMENT
DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (B)(1) OF THIS SECTION WITH AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER.

(2) “FAIR AND REASONABLE TERMS” INCLUDES ANY RELEVANT UPDATES TO DOCUMENTATION AT NO CHARGE OR, IF THE DOCUMENTATION IS REQUESTED IN PHYSICAL PRINTED FORM, A CHARGE THAT IS LIMITED TO THE REASONABLE ACTUAL COSTS OF PREPARING AND SENDING THE COPY.

(E) (1) “FARM EQUIPMENT” MEANS EQUIPMENT THAT IS USED OR INTENDED FOR USE IN A FARM OPERATION.

(2) “FARM EQUIPMENT” INCLUDES ANY COMBINE, TRACTOR, IMPLEMENT, ENGINE, MOTOR, OR ATTACHMENT.

(3) “FARM EQUIPMENT” DOES NOT INCLUDE A VEHICLE AS DEFINED IN § 11–176 OF THE TRANSPORTATION ARTICLE.

(F) “FARM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER” MEANS A BUSINESS ENGAGED IN SELLING, LEASING, OR OTHERWISE SUPPLYING NEW FARM EQUIPMENT, OR PARTS OF FARM EQUIPMENT, MANUFACTURED BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE MANUFACTURER, TO ANOTHER PERSON.

(G) (1) “INDEPENDENT REPAIR PROVIDER” MEANS A PERSON OPERATING IN THE STATE THAT:

(I) DOES NOT HAVE AN ARRANGEMENT DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (B)(1) OF THIS SECTION WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER; AND

(II) IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH A PERSON THAT HAS AN ARRANGEMENT DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (B)(1) OF THIS SECTION WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER WHEN THE PERSON IS ENGAGED IN THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR OF FARM EQUIPMENT.

(2) “INDEPENDENT REPAIR PROVIDER” INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING WHEN ENGAGED IN THE SERVICES OF DIAGNOSIS, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR OF FARM EQUIPMENT THAT IS NOT MANUFACTURED BY OR ON BEHALF OF, OR SOLD OR OTHERWISE SUPPLIED BY, THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER:

(I) AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER; OR

(II) A PERSON THAT:
1. Has an arrangement described under subsection (b)(1) of this section with an original equipment manufacturer; or

2. Is affiliated with a person that has an arrangement described in subsection (b)(1) of this section with the original equipment manufacturer.

(H) “Part” means any replacement part, either new or used, made available by or to an original equipment manufacturer for purposes of effecting the services of maintenance or repair of farm equipment manufactured by or on behalf of, sold by, or otherwise supplied by the original equipment manufacturer.

(I) (1) “Tool” means any software program, hardware, or other apparatus used for diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of farm equipment.

(2) “Tool” includes software or other mechanisms that provision, program, or pair a part, calibrate functionality, or perform any other function required to bring the product back to fully functional condition.

(J) “Trade secret” has the meaning stated in § 11–1201 of this article.

14–4402.

(A) This subtitle applies only to farm equipment that is sold or used in the State.

(B) This subtitle may not be construed to require an equipment manufacturer or authorized repair provider to:

(1) Divulge a trade secret to an owner or to an independent repair provider except as necessary to provide documentation, parts, and tools on fair and reasonable terms; or

(2) Provide access to documentation that does not serve a security reset, diagnostic, service, or repair purpose.

(C) This subtitle may not be construed to:
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(1) Subject to subsection (d) of this section, alter the terms of an arrangement described in § 14–4401(b) of this subtitle in force between an authorized repair provider and an original equipment manufacturer, including the performance or provision of warranty or recall repair work by an authorized repair provider on behalf of an original equipment manufacturer under the arrangement; or

(2) Require an original equipment manufacturer to make available a part that is no longer available to the original equipment manufacturer.

(d) A term in an arrangement described in § 14–4401(b) of this subtitle between an authorized repair provider and an original equipment manufacturer that purports to waive, avoid, restrict, or limit the original equipment manufacturer’s obligations to comply with this subtitle is void and unenforceable.

14–4403.

(a) For farm equipment, or parts for farm equipment, manufactured by an original equipment manufacturer or on its behalf, or sold or otherwise supplied by it, and sold used in the State, the original equipment manufacturer shall, on fair and reasonable terms, make available to an independent repair provider or owner of the farm equipment documentation, parts, and tools, inclusive of any updates, for purposes of diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of the farm equipment.

(b) (1) Subject to paragraph (2) of this subsection, a farm equipment manufacturer that sells farm equipment that contains a security–related function shall make available to an owner or independent repair provider, on fair and reasonable terms, any special documentation, tools, and parts needed to reset the lock or function.

(2) If necessary for security purposes, a farm equipment manufacturer may provide information necessary to reset an immobilizer system or security–related electronic module through a secure data release system.

(c) Any provision in an authorized repair agreement purporting to waive, avoid, or limit a farm equipment manufacturer’s compliance with this subtitle shall be void.
A FARM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER MAY NOT KNOWINGLY MISREPRESENT OR WITHHOLD FARM EQUIPMENT PART NUMBERS FROM A CUSTOMER FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREVENTING THE CUSTOMER FROM SHOPPING FOR A COMPETITIVE PRICE ON A REPLACEMENT PART.

A VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE IS:

(1) AN UNFAIR, ABUSIVE, OR DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE WITHIN THE MEANING OF TITLE 13 OF THIS ARTICLE; AND

(2) SUBJECT TO THE ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN TITLE 13 OF THIS ARTICLE.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall be construed to apply only prospectively and may not be applied or interpreted to abrogate, interfere with, contradict, or alter the terms of any contract that is executed between an authorized repair provider and a farm equipment manufacturer before the effective date of this Act.

SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2022.